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[Fade in on PASCAL sitting in front of curtain]
[Fade in upbeat music]

PASCAL FLORIVAL, ESL Graduate
If I have to describe ESL classes in one word,

[Text fades up on screen]
English as a Second Language

PASCAL
I would say awesome.

[Cut to ANNE sitting in front of curtain]

ANNE KELLIHER, ESL Faculty Member
HACC has a state-of-the-art program that combines all of the skills that are necessary to learn English.

[Cut to Montage –
Student at computer at front of classroom, smiling
Student typing at computer in computer lab
ANNE speaking to class at front of classroom]

ANNE VO
Listening comprehension, speaking, reading, writing and grammar all into one class.

[Cut to ANNE speaking]

ANNE
So it's like a bundled course.

[Cut to EVELIN sitting in front of curtain]

EVELIN SCHWARTZ, ESL Graduate and HACC Staff Member
It gives you the skills that you need to communicate and interact with other people an also to succeed in school.

[Cut to JEANNETTE sitting in front of curtain]

JEANETTE RAMIREZ, ESL Graduate
I improve my English.

[Cut to NHI sitting in front of curtain]

**NHI LE, ESL Graduate**
I like speech.

[Cut to KELVIN sitting in front of curtain]

**KELVIN PEREZ DE LOS SANTOS, ESL Student**
I can speak better, I can understand better, and I can do way better at my job.

[Cut to LISSETTE sitting in front of curtain]

**LISSETTE DIAZ, ESL Graduate**
I feel more confident.

[Cut to PASCAL sitting in front of curtain]

**PASCAL**
My English improved a lot.

[Cut to TERESA sitting in front of curtain]

**TERESA LASAP, ESL Graduate**
It's really helpful.

[Cut to VERLE sitting in front of curtain]

**VERLE VALERIUS, ESL Graduate**
I was learning so much.

[Cut to ANNE speaking to class in front of classroom]

**ANNE VO**
We have four levels where students can come in at the

[Cut to ANNE speaking]

**ANNE**
high beginner level, so it presumes that students know some English

[Cut to montage -
Students working together in computer lab]
Students typing in computer lab
Lab instructor assisting student in computer lab
Student speaking with ANNE in classroom
Students typing in computer lab]

ANNE VO
like survival English, the alphabet, numbers and then it progresses to a second level, which is a low intermediate and then to a high intermediate and then a more advanced level.

[Cut to JEANNETTE speaking]

JEANNETTE
You meet a lot of people around the country and they are very friendly.

[Cut to ANNE speaking]

ANNE
This semester I counted seven different language groups in one classroom.

[Cut to Student working on laptop in classroom
Students working together in computer lab
Student asking another student a question in computer lab, third student comes over to help
Student in front of classroom smiles into video camera handled by another student]

ANNE VO
We welcome students from all over the world, we have international students, we have students that are immigrants and we also have students who are refugees, and they all come into our classroom with the sole purpose and improving their English.

[Cut to EVELIN speaking]

EVELIN
And the instructors are very knowledgeable.

[Cut to JEANNETTE speaking]

JEANNETTE
The professors are so nice, they are very kind, friendly and there for you.

[Cut to LISETTE speaking]

LISETTE
If you come to HACC, you’re gonna learn better because here they have the best teachers.
[Cut to NHI speaking]

**NHI**
They are really great.

[Cut to PASCAL speaking]

**PASCAL**
And they are willing to help and they care about their students.

[Cut to VERLE speaking]

**VERLE**
The professors, they’re always there to help.

[Cut to YINHE sitting in front of curtain]

**YINHE LIU, ESL Graduate**
This class is really good for you if you want to improve your communication skills and writing skills.

[Cut to JEANNETTE speaking]

**JEANNETTE**
You are going to improve your English very fast.

[Cut to slow motion clip of YINHE nodding and smiling]
[Text fades up on screen]
Apply Now TO HACC
hacc.edu/applyESL
Academically YOURS.

[Music fades out]